We can save you over 30 percent with our digital security solution.

LATITUDE NETWORK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

T

he Latitude Network Management System (NVMS) is a fully digital video surveillance system
with unlimited storage capacity. This software-based video, audio and data management system offers
monitoring, recording and analysis functionality that delivers timely, accurate information
so users can quickly and effectively respond to challenges.

Benefits to you
The NVMS is designed to be a digital system
but can be either digital or analog. Users can
view live and recorded images on a PC
monitor or an analog CCTV monitor.
Camera selection and camera control can be
done from a PC keyboard and mouse or a
traditional CCTV keyboard.
The NVMS is based on Microsoft Windows
and can be installed on any computer
running on a Windows 2000/XP Professional
or a 2003 server.

Transitioning to NVMS

IP-based decoder can convert digital video to standard analog signal so users can maintain
traditional CCTV equipment if desired
Video archive search tools enable searches based on time, date and/or degree of motion alarms
No geographic constraints due to centralized viewing/monitoring of multiple sites
Economical use of computer equipment with no need for new coaxial cables
System supports one to 70 cameras with unlimited hardware storage
Allows for live viewing of up to 32 cameras and video servers
Highly reliable IP fixed and dome cameras and video servers
Audio and security data is stored along with video
Secure user access using multi-level access rights
Continuous, scheduled or event-based recording capability
Multiple video compression standards available

We will help you transition from analog to a fully
digital system by upgrading your existing system at
your pace and within your budget. You will be able to:
Keep your analog switch, enhance it or go digital
Retain and leverage all your analog investment and keyboard interfaces
Keep your current keyboards, use new GUI’s or both
Maintain analog monitors, switch to a wide choice of digital displays or both
Keep analog recording until you’re ready to phase out VCR systems in favor of digital recording
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SceneTracker

Scene Tracker provides a real-time perspective of
multiple camera images in a single, seamless view by
“stitching” scenes from multiple cameras. SceneTracker
allows the world to be seen as the human eye sees it
without limitations of a single camera view.
SceneTracker allows the user to track, zoom or
hover over an object or person of interest.
SceneTracker allows you to cut operational costs
by decreasing necessary manpower, reducing operator
errors, increasing reaction time and providing
shorter training cycles for the users.

